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But that is really beside the point. Provided that the money
wages bill stands constant, we may fairly say that, in general,
from a long-run standpoint, it is immaterial how large that
bill is.
§ 7. It must be understood, however, that in this statement
the phrase " in general, from a long-run standpoint " is not
otiose. For, should a very high level of unemployment have
become established, it may well be that the attention of
wage-earners and their leaders is focussed wholly on that;
that any improvement in employment is welcomed as a gift
of the gods and does not stimulate any serious pressure towards
higher wage rates. If we will, we may explain this by saying
that large differences in the normal employment percentage
carry with them differences in the psychological atmosphere,
which prevent them from leading to the same reactions as
they would have done had the psychological atmosphere been
constant. Moreover even apart from this, the reaction of the
money wages bill upon money wage rates is not instantaneous,
but subject to a time-lag, in some circumstances a consider-
able time-lag. Hence, even though the effect of pushing up
the aggregate money wages bill from one stationary level to
a higher one is transitory in character, it may nevertheless,
on occasions, from the standpoint of practice, be well worth
securing.
§ 8. Turn secondly to a situation in which the wages bill
of successive periods, e.g. trade cycles, is of constant average
amount, but fluctuates round the average. We are concerned
to decide how the average percentage of unemployment would
be affected if, instead of being allowed to fluctuate, the wages
bill were held constant at its mean level — or, more generally,
waiving the ambiguity involved in the phrase, if the extent
of its fluctuation were reduced.1 We have already seen that,
with a constant wages bill, money wage rates will so adjust
themselves that some constant percentage of unemployment
tends in general to prevail. So much being premised, what
will the situation be if the wages bill fluctuates ? It might
happen that money wage rates moved up and down in response
1 When more than two quantities are concerned there are a variety of
ways in which the extent of their variability about the average can be meas-
ured ; and in certain cases one test would report system A more variable,
while another reported it less variable, than system B.

